On a high-frequency scale, financial time series are not homogeneous, therefore standard correlation measures can not be directly applied to the raw data. To deal with this problem the time series have to be either homogenized through interpolation or methods that can handle raw non-synchronous time series need to be employed. This paper compares two traditional methods that use interpolation with an alternative method applied directly to the actual time series. The three methods are tested on simulated data and actual trades time series. The temporal evolution of the correlation matrix is revealed through the analysis of the full correlation matrix and of the Minimum Spanning Tree representation. To perform the analysis we implement several measures from the theory of random weighted networks.
Introduction
A robust correlation measure for high-frequency data has direct applications in derivatives pricing, risk management, portfolio optimization and is necessary in the study of market microstructure effects (information aggregation, "Epps effect" 1 ).
The conventional method of computing correlations from high-frequency data is the Pearson coefficient after the time series have been synchronized through an interpolation scheme. Recently, Dacorogna et al(2001) proposed a method similar to the Pearson coefficient with a weight factor that depends on the joint volatility of the time series. This method also requires synchronous time series. , Renò(2003) have adapted a Fourier method developed by Malliavin and Mancino(2002) to the computation of FX rates correlations. The Fourier method can be directly applied to the actual time series to obtain correlation statistics. An alternative method that uses the raw time series is by de Jong and Nijman (1997) . It is based on a regression type estimator but it relies on a rather strong assumption of independence between prices and transaction times.
In this paper we compare the two interpolation based methods (Pearson and Co-volatility Weighted) with the Fourier. We show that the Fourier method generates more accurate results than the other two. We use one month (September 2002) of high frequency trades in the member stocks of the S&P100 2 index to compute the cross-correlation matrix of returns. In the context of this paper, high-frequency data is defined as the raw time series of trades. The time interval between transactions ranges from 0 seconds (several distinct trades recorded at the same time) to 40 minutes. In our opinion one month worth of trades is a sufficient data set in terms of statistical power. We select only a month of data on purpose because this is of higher practical use to a market agent who is interested in the short time evolution of correlation.
The three correlation measures are first introduced and then compared on simulated and actual trades data in section 2. The "Epps effect" becomes apparent during this analysis. The time scale evolution of correlation matrices is investigated trough the network analysis of the full correlation matrix and of its minimum spanning tree (MST) representation in section 3. Section 4 concludes.
Correlation Measures
An extension of the standard Pearson correlation measure is proposed in Dacorogna et al(2001) by incorporating a "co-volatility weighting" for the time series. The weight has the role of emphasizing periods where trading has a noticeable effect on asset prices.
The method works as follows. Let X, Y be two asset price time series which have been homogenized and synchronized to a time step ∆t, co-volatility weights are given by ω i and the time length of the trading period is T . We define ∆x, ∆y as the corresponding log returns series on a time scale ∆t and ∆X, ∆Y as the log returns on a larger time scale m∆t. The co-volatility adjusted correlation measure is defined as:
where
Setting ω i = 1 reduces (1) to the standard Pearson coefficient. In this paper as in Dacorogna et al(2001) α = 0.5 but this can be varied so that more weight is given to periods where the returns volatility is above average. In Dacorogna et al(2001) m = 6, in our analysis it varies from 3 to 480 (the number of time units of ∆t in the trading day). This was determined by the choice of ∆t = 60 seconds which was taken as a tradeoff value for the average trading interval pattern. The intention is to avoid extensive imputation towards the end of the trading day when there are few transactions occurring.
The Fourier method is model independent, it produces very accurate, smooth estimates and handles the time series in their original form without imputation or discarding of data. A rigorous proof of the method is given in the original paper by Malliavin and Mancino(2002) so only the main results are given below.
The method works as follows. Let S i (t) be the price of asset i at time t and p i (t) = ln S i (t). The physical time interval of the asset price series is re-scaled to [0, 2π] . The variance/covariance matrix Σ ij of log returns is derived from its Fourier coefficient a 0 (Σ ij ) which is obtained from the Fourier coefficients of dp i : a k (dp i ) = 1 π 2π 0 cos(kt)dp i (t), b k (dp i ) = 1 π 2π 0 sin(kt)dp i (t), k≥1.
In practice, the coefficients are computed through integration by parts. As p i (t) is not observed continuously but given by unevenly spaced tick-by-tick observations of trades prices, the actual implementation requires the integrals in (4) to be in discrete form:
In (5), N corresponds to the number of trades in the re-scaled interval and we set the price p i (t) = p i (t n−1 ) to compute the integrals between two consecutive trading times [t n−1 , t n ].
The Fourier coefficient of the pointwise variance/covariance matrix Σ ij is :
[a k (dp i )a k (dp j ) + b k (dp i )b k (dp j )].
The highest wave harmonic (T/2τ ) that can be analysed is determined by the lower bound of τ (time gap between two consecutive trades) which is 1 second for all S&P100 price series. The integrated value of Σ ij over the time window is defined asσ 2 ij = 2πa 0 (Σ ij ) which leads to the Fourier correlation matrix ρ ij =σ 2 ij /(σ ii ·σ jj ).
Methods Compared
We tested the Fourier method on simulated bivariate GARCH(1,1) processes in a similar setting to that in Renò(2003) . The GARCH(1,1) model is the following:
The GARCH parameters are:
The model was run 1000 times for a 1 day trading period length (86400 seconds) with a time step of 1 second. The time interval between trades in S&P100 equities approximately follows an exponential distribution with rate parameter β (mean) in the range 1 (very liquid stock) to 67 (least liquid stock) seconds. In Figure 1 the histogram of inter-transaction times for a low liquidity stock (Black & Decker) is plotted. The near straight slope (on a log-linear scale) of the plot indicates that the underlying distribution of transaction times is exponential. We sampled the generated GARCH process using the exponential distribution and varied β so as to resemble actual trading patterns. Figure 3 is a plot of the simulation results with an induced correlation ρ = −0.70.
The mean exponential rates (β) for the generated series are indicated by the numbers in the plot legend. For example "Synch 20" are two synchronous time series with β = 20. P 1 − 5, P 2 − 15 are asynchronous series with β 1 = 5 and β 2 = 15 respectively. A β < 5 corresponds to a high liquidity stock whilst a β > 15 is associated with a low liquidity one. The Full GARCH line represents the actual simulation data without exponential sampling and is to be taken as a benchmark. When the time series are synchronously sampled ("Synch 20"), the correlation structure mimics the benchmark perfectly. This means that the Fourier method works very well on synchronous series with random gaps. For non-synchronous series, the correlation spectra on very short time scales (less than 10 minutes) are dependent on the exponential rates. The higher the mean rate of a series, the faster it deviates from the induced correlation level at short time scales. This is irrespective of how low the exponential rate of the corresponding series happens to be. P 1−3, P 2−5 are series with low rates and their correlation minutes. An explanation for the fast decay is that for exponentially distributed intertrade times the proportion and magnitude of large positive deviations from the mean increase with the mean itself. Therefore series with larger mean intertrade times will be further out of synch with each other, thus reducing their correlations at high frequencies. On time scales greater than 10 minutes all the series converge very fast towards the benchmark. The simultaneous decay of all the correlation spectra from the induced level (-0.7) on time scales above 50 minutes is due to fewer data points available for estimation. Besides successfully testing the Fourier method, the simulated model also provides an insight into how non-synchronicity in transactions affects the correlation spectra on very short time scales.
In Figure 4 we compare the results given by the Fourier and Pearson methods applied to the simulated GARCH series. The co-volatility weighted method generates correlation spectra very similar to those of the Pearson method and have not been plotted in order to improve the clarity of Figure 4 . Both parts of Figure 4 show the Pearson method generating correlation estimates inferior to the Fourier method in terms of magnitude and smoothness. On time scales under 10 minutes the Pearson correlation estimates are significantly less volatile than those on higher time scales. In Figure 4 .b where the second series has a large (20 seconds) mean exponential rate, the Pearson method displays a decay in the correlation estimates on a very short time scale similar to that produced by the Fourier method. The Fourier method results resemble a step function on time scales greater than 2 hours due to conversion from the frequency to the time domain. The wave harmonics (k in equations (5) and (6)) are integers which determine the magnitude of T/2τ , where T is the total time length of the series and τ is the time scale of analysis. When k is large the difference in time scale for consecutive k values is well under a minute. As k decreases, the time scale difference increases to over a minute which leads to the step function.
The plots in Figure 5 exemplify four different types of correlation evolution with time scale. Plots a) and b) show the correlation structure of two intra-sector pairs of stocks. The correlation between Intel and Cisco (highly liquid, β intc =1, β csco =1.2) reaches a stable level after approximately 15 minutes whilst for Heinz and Campbell (lower liquidity, β hnz =14, β cpb =23) it takes about 2 hours to stabilize. Plots c) and d) are inter-sector examples. In Figure 5 .c, on a time scale smaller than an hour Lucent (high liquidity, β lu =3.7) and Halliburton (average liquidity, β hal =11.3) have little correlation and this turns into anti-correlation when the time scale increases. Boeing (β ba =8.4) and Xerox (β xrx =15.9) in Figure 5 .d start as poorly correlated on a 3 minutes time scale, the correlation coefficient then rises steadily to 0.55 on a 2 hour time scale and falls back to a less significant level (0.2) at 4 hours.
The Epps effect can also be detected in the Figure 5 plots and displays one of the properties described in Lundin and Dacorogna(1999) , namely that the time scale at which it can be observed is shorter for highly traded assets. The correlation decay observed in Figure 3 at short time scales due to non-synchronicity in trades can not account for the correlation structure that develops over 2 hours in Figures 5. b) and d) . Thus, the Epps effect present in the correlation structure of illiquid stocks can not be explained by non-synchronicity in transactions but is an actual market microstructure phenomenon related to the information aggregation and price formation processes. Further studies are required to understand the contributing factors of the Epps effect and the role of synchronicity in transactions.
The results of the two methods are also compared in Figure 6 and Table 1 In previous studies -Bonanno et al (2000) -on high-frequency data covering 4 years up to the end of 1998 but on lower frequency resolutions (shortest time scale was 20 minutes) there is evident clustering of stocks in the MST according to economic sectors. We first want to check whether this feature is present at a much shorter time scale in a single month. Subsequently we discuss the robustness of the MST analysis. The MST on 3 minutes time scale are centralized graphs with several vertices that aggregate a large number of connections. At longer time scales the graph structure is a lot more dispersed with no obvious central vertex. The variation in MST centralization with time scale has also been observed by Bonanno et al. (2000) . Table 3 : Vertex with average highest degree in the MST across all time scales
The MST representation of the correlation matrix has a shortcoming. The algorithm discards a large amount of data in arriving at a solution and this makes it very sensitive to the structure of the correlation matrix. Table 3 lists the actual stocks corresponding to the four most frequently most connected vertices of the MST. In previous work by Bonanno et al [3] General Electric was reported as the most central stock. We do not recover this result for the month of data we have analyzed. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the degree of the most connected stock with the time scale. At time scale above 30 minutes the degree stabilize around 6 while at shorter time scale the tree structure is more centralized. Figure 9 provides a different perspective on the correlation matrix.The CDF plots of the strenght and normalized strength 5 at different time scales are very similar. This indicates that while correlation increases (or decreases for the negative ones) the distributions of the strengths collapse on each other when rescaled and do not reveal any significative change of structure, as observed in the MST. Table 4 shows that the variation in the correlation structure is substantially less than that from the MST. Three of the strongest correlated stocks (Wal-Mart Stores, US Bancorp ad Bank One Corp) are identified by both methods. Nonetheless figure 10 shows that the The Fourier correlation is overall more stable than the Pearson, and the most strongly connected stock are always the same two. The top four most connected vertices are largely different from the equivalently ranked strongest vertices. This may be due to a property of the MST algorithm which ignores some strong links (in order to avoid loops in the graph) in favour of weaker ones. In Figures 11 we analyze the time evolution of the MST and the overall correlation matrices. We define the distance between correlation matric as i,j |c ij (t) − c ij (t 0 )|, and plot them as a function of the time scale. We selected 120 (2 hours) as the time scale t 0 against which to compare matrices. On a 2 hours time scale the correlation levels of stocks have stabilized so it makes a suitable reference scale. Figure 11 reveals that while the Fourier MSTs and correlations matrices are closer to the reference matrix at time scale close to the reference one, Pearson correlations, because of the high level of noise, are almost at a constant distance from the reference one. This is the strongest indication of the better performance of the Fourier method in our dataset.
In Figure 12 we analyze the weighted clustering coefficient at different time scales defined as
The Fourier method clearly shows how that the clustering coefficient increases as time scales decreases below 20 minutes and then increases again. The high clustering at short time scale is an indication that correlation initially develop mainly intra-sectors and as time goes also inter-sector correlation become important. 
Conclusions
From the analysis carried out it can be inferred that the Fourier method of computing the correlation matrix from high-frequency data is better than the alternatives in terms of generating smooth, robust estimates in small sample data.
The MST representation of the correlation matrix exhibits similar characteristics to those found in previous studies. The graph is centralized on a very short time scale and becomes more dispersed on longer time scales. There is evident clustering of stocks along their economic sectors affiliation. However, the MST is structurally unstable between consecutive time scales due to its sensitivity to the noise in the correlation matrix. The analysis of the entire correlation matrix provides a more accurate picture of the structural evolution of correlations over time. 
